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University loses Dean and part of Aggie family
Ronda White

lentscame to remember Dr. Gibbs
it Mt. Zion Baptist Church in

WRITER

The University, although
still laden with grief and shock,
must now come together
in remembrance and celebration of the
life of the late Dr. Meada Gibbs.
Dr. Gibbs, 59, Dean of
the Graduate School, died Jan. 13
at Moses Cone Hospital. Her death
was unexpected; theresult ofcomplications she incurred in Decembcr from a car accident
Her death came as a great
surprise to Beverly McLeod, a
staffmcmbcrin thcofficcof'GraduShe

just had a broken
"We [the staff and
student assistants of the Office of
uatc Studies| were shocked,
v'ill truly miss her warm smile

leg." she said.

i Jan. 17, hundreds of
friends, family and stu-

Greensboro
where the memo-

rial service was

held

D
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Gibbs was born in
Florence County,
S.C, where shereceived her early
education. She

m
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Subway sandwich
Jmon may

<sT students

nm.it Av-

Hasscn and his team of

If ihe Subway's profits are substantial enough during the four
week period, the Subway m the
S tudent Union will become per-

Hasscn said. "I have

served in this capacityfor 19years
beforemoving on
tobecome dean oi
the School o

Tameka Edwards, another staffmember of the Office of
Graduate Studies
Dr. Gibbs also published
several books and articles, eonducted research in business and
related areas and was a consultant
lady," said

lor various

universities and orga-

nizations

Surviving-Dr. Gibbs are

niece

ConstanceGibbsof the home;

two sisters, Virginia G. Brooks
ana
Mrs
Elma
honors from elLe(James)McAllister, both of
ementary and high
Pamplico, S. C; one brother, Ernest
school.
She
GraduateStudies Gibbs (Gwendolyn C.), of
earned a bachelor
Dr. Gibbs
af science degree with a double tinguished herself many dis- Pamplico; a foster daughter,
in
walks Gwendolyn (Alphonso) Atkinson
najor in business administration
oflife. She held both instructional of Greensboro; special
friend,
and business education from Allen
and administrative positions
Fannie
Williams,
of
Winston-SaUniversity in Columbia, S.C. She served as speaker for a number
of lem; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Earline
went on to earn her master of sci- organizations
and conducted nuC. Gibbs of Pamplico; six nieces
ence degree and business educamerous workshops for profit and ive nephews and a host of other
tion and doctor of philosophy de- non-profit organizations
elatives and friends
gree in the same field from the
"She was really an outUniversity ofWisconsin-Madison. standing woman, truly a
strong

lost profits at my Summit store
because oi" tbe convenience of

"I have to compete
against my own company. I was
■reed to ake part in the test,"
Hassen added, "Seventy-fivepert of the evening business at
nySummit store arc the students
'f A&T."
brought :n the Subwaywith hopes

of pleasing the student body.
Hassen said, "1 am not bitter towardsA&Tbut towards the Sub-

manent.

getner,

Administrative
Services. She

graduated with

&&T Subway causes
problems for manager
,v
Kennr ™

Prior to joining the Aggie family,
shetaught at Winston-Salem State
University.
n 1974, Gibbs
became chairperson oftheDepartment of Business
Education and

iation and feels that might be the
motive for forcing him to open
another Subway m his vicinity.
'As the business increases at
A&T,profits for the Summit store
decrease," Hasscn said.
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A

page in the legacy of black politics closes

Politician Barbara Jordan
dies of pnuemonia
HDIVAN

black

ff Writer

raduatin
rom
rdan pursued

an, who

oneo
aunch

ation
mora

hern Uni-

most

implication of

leukemia. She had been

It with
multiple sclerosisfor several years

She was 59

Jordan will be remembered as the woman who held her
convictions strongly amid the confusing presidential impeachment
debate of 1974. As a freshman
member ofthe Judiciary Committee in 1974, Jordan spoke candidly
for the impeachment of President
Nixon saying, "My faith in the
Constitution is whole; it is complete; itis totaland I am not going
to sit here and be an idle spectator
of the diminution, the subversion,
the destruction of the Constitu-

aw degree at Boston U
ordan began in politic,
56 and made history when she
lack te male

exas his
ilso one of the first southblacks elected to Congress
nce the Reconstruction In the
nale dominated politically sensiLive environment of Texas at that
lator in

lan wa

lime, Jordan represented the black
community and used the Constitution to help serve the community.
Dr. James Steele, assistant professor of political science at A&T,
com pared Jordan'sbeliefs to those
of Frederick Douglas saying,
"She's a constitutionalist. She believed in the Constitution and its
promises which could be applied
to the African-American commu-

nity.'

tion."

Jordan served only three
Jordan was bom in 1936 terms in Congress and retired
in
in Houston, Texas. As a
child in 1979, citing her failing health as a
Houston, Jordan was encouraged factor in her early departure
by her father to attend predomi- politics. From Congress, from
Jordan
continued page 3

'Aggie aad astronaut Sr.

ciinton s plans
for education

"encouraging
By

Dovetta Hairston
Staff Writer

"Encouraging," said Dr.
Claude Barnes, Political Science
Professor, as he clearly described
Clinton's 1996 education plans.
President Clinton spoke to citizens nationwide Tuesday as he
held his State of The Union address.
"I support his views on
education. The key variable for
this government is more investments on every level from
Headstart, secondary education,
vocational education, to colleges.
In my opinion, Clinton is making
an effort to understand the need
and role of education," stated
Barnes
Among the themes o
ne, tax cuts, and welfare re-

orm, education was the topic that
raised interest to many Aggie<
Clinton proposed to upgrade education by improving e
ams. The current college work
ncreas

me

ecipients, allowing over

million students

pate

aent is finall hmking about
lents. I wante
lotquaiih

opefuhYbye:
cipan

lance

eivmg work

1 increase

aid

stud

Dineka

Evans, a junior Special Education
maior,

Major college students
agree that the education efforts by
the president will be very beneficial. "I think, as far as college
education goes,Clinton is doing a
lot. He understands what college
studentsare going through,"added
Cris Kirk, a senior history major.
Clinton also proposed
$1000 merit scholarships to the
top five percent of students attending federally funded schools.
In an effort to move schools forward into the year 2000, all colleges will become linked to the
information superhighway.
"This makes me feel
good to know that the president is
continued page 3
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Chancellor Edward B. Fort: "I would not allow this to be forgotten."

"Is the sky really the limit?"
limit?" asked Miss A&T Taiwan
Barksdale.
That was the question
posed to the students, faculty, family members and friends who came
to commemorate the life of Dr.
Ronald E. McNair Jan. 28 in
McNair Hall Auditorium.
All in attendance paused
to remember where they were
when, in 1986, McNair, along with
six other astronauts, died in the
space shuttle Challcngcrexplosion.
Dr. McNair graduated
from NC A&T with a B.S. degree
inxjhysics. He received his Ph.D in
physics from the Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology an an honorary Doctoraieof Laws from A&T
in 1978.

Greensboro community
leaders were also onhand to honor
A&T's fallen hero.
NC House Representative Alma Adams described
McNair as "an extraordinary
leader" and reminded students that
"everybody can be great because
anybody can serve."
A&T's Vice Chancellor
of Sludeni Affairs, Dr. Sullivan

he said,
McArthur also said that
one has to take greatrisks to reap
greatrewards.
Col. McArthur was also
quite ingenuous in
designing and building a coat rack-all
within about five
minutes. Although
the coat rack was
merely two boards
nailed together,
McArthur proved
that with the right
tools, anything is
possible.
He quoted
H.G. Wells, "The future is a race
between education and catastrophe."

est priority,"

J. White
Staff Writer
"Is the sky really the

By Ronda

RonaldE.
McNair,
astrounaut,

physicist
and
beloved
Aggie.

Welborne, quoted former Aggie

and StudentGovernment President
Erika Smith as he remember
McNair. '"He saw a star and followed it...So he journeyed to solve
life's mysteries, a wealth ofknowledge untold...'"
Colonel William Surles
"Bill" McArthur, Jr., National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) astronautand mission specialist said that he, along
with the rest of the world, was
shocked by the Challenger accident.

McArthur admitted that
NASA learned its lessons the hard
way.
"They're [NASA] more
cautious of putting other things
ahead of safety. Safety is the high-

A&T physics professor,
Ahrens
felt a close tie to Dr.
Dr.
McNair. "I got to know him during
my first year here in 1970.1 never
taught him, but he was a physics
major,"
he said.

only 35 were selected."
Dr. Ahrens also noted that

McNair was instrumental in setting up A&T's payload. (A set of
experiments launched into space.)
Like the rest of us, he can
stillremember where he was when
the accident happened.
D r
Ahrens
"I was in the studentspace
said he shuttle lab watching TV with 20
was reother students. Everybody started
crying in disbelief. It was a tragedy
ally excited no matter how you look at it."
McNair meant alot to Dr.
when
McNair Ahrens. "He helped me. I still adme mire him. He was justa superperan astro- son, really. I think his most important quality was that he worked
n au t
"What an honor. The competition hard. Healso told students 'You're
was so fierce. There were over good enough, justdo your best.'"
35,000 applicants in 1978, and

.

Alumnus Jesse Jackson Jr. wins
Chicago Congressional seat
clusionin the con-

Associated Press

Jesse Jackson Jr., a North Carolina A&T alumni, easily won special congressional election in
Chicago for Mel
Reynolds' vacantseat.
The 30-year-old sonof
the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, the civil rights
leader, had been
heavily favored tobeat
Thomas Somer, a Republican lawyer, in the
predominately Democratic district on Chicago's South
Side and southern suburbs.

test to succeed
a
Reynolds,
Democrat whoresigned Oct. 1 after being convicted of having
sex with a teenage campaign
worker. He is
servinga five-year
prison sentence.
With 34 percent
ofthe precincts reporting, Jackson
had!2,713, or 67

percent,

In Chicago, the results

or 33 percent,

were practically a foregone con-

NEWS BRIEFS
Gantt goes Greensboro
From Staff Reports
Harvey Gantt, former mayor of Charlotte and first African
American to graduatefrom Clemson University, appeared 12:15p.m. to
1 p.m. Feb. 12 on the at the Old Guilford County Courthouse.

Got any suggestions?
We take 'em, big and
small!
Write us:
Box E-25
N.C. A&T SU
Greensboro, N.C.

Ganttrecently announced his bid for the United States Senate
seat, and will be challenging the incum bent Jesse Helms. Admission was

free.

Every day, thousands ofkids bring guns to sehooL
Find outhow tohelp get guns out ofthehandsofchildren.
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and

Somer had 6,318,

27411
or call us
(910) 334-7700

Having problems?
Had a rough life and want to talk about it?
The Aggie Advice Column is here to help!
Just send your problems to:
Aggie Adviee Column
Box E-25

NC A&T SL
Greensboro, N.C. 27411
For more information, call 334-7700.
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A&T survives
bad weather:

has had an effect on students on
and off campus.
Although some people
were use to the numerous
inches of snow, they admit
that maneuvering around
campusand elsewherewas
still difficult at times.
Aggies, despite the
weather conditions, still
returned to classes as

©If HDDS
By

Reba

Diggs

StaffWriter

Icy roads, sliding cars,

Campus

up on food. So as long as I had aroof
over my head, a warm place to stay
and food, I was just fine."

3

AngelaLee,a junior who lives off
campus.
Thebad weatherof 1996

planned

school closings, delays and empty
store shelves were all results of
Winter Storm '96. The weather

Snowpacked roads hindered some from getting to campus.

Many students
complainedaboutgoingto
class; therefore, they did
not attend. Others complained but still traveled
across the icy streets and
sidewalks to their classes With walkways still covered, some students managed to make it to class.
only to find no one there to inThe majority of people was not only a surprise but a chalstruct and perhaps less than 10 of
to
tend
for food when they lenge for both students and staff.
shop
Unfortutheir fellow classmates.
nately .duringthefirstwinter storm hear about a possible snow storm. Although the news continued to
some students did not have a Unlike Davis, some did not make it announce school closings, anto the grocery store in time.
swering the prayers of many area
chance to make itback to GreensI
got
students, N.C. A&T continued
hated
the
snow.
"I
boro.
in
house,
stuck
and
couldn't
my
I
withplans as scheduled, although
"Well, I adjusted just
I
move
car
because
was
scared
did cancel classes Feb. 5
my
they
fine," saidjuniorEvangela Davis.
all,
to
drive.
hated
the
until
All
in
I
11 a.m.
snow
"When I heard snow was coming,
left,"
and
was
when
glad
it
all
said
went
to
to
pile
I
the grocery store

Festivities held
to celebrate life
of reggae giant,

Bob Marley
By Archie Clark

Editor & Chief
The rhythmic tunes of
Bob Marley echoed in the halls

i
Belair
StaticLee Rogers
Bestfriends.
Graduated together, June 6,1993.
Killed together,June 10,1993,
Whitewater W7
Rf nee Lynn

If you don'tstop someone from driving drunk, who will?Do whatever it takes.

Barbara Jordan from front page
went on to leach government at the

University of Texas at Austin.
There her classes were so popular
thai studenis were made to enter a
lottery lo be able to enroll in her
class.

In 1994PresidentClinton

awarded Jordan the Presidential
Medal of Freedom, the nation's
highest civilian honor.

"If she were white and
male she probably wouldhave been
governor of Texas, but during her
period ofpolitics she was destined
to be a congress woman," Steele
said. Steelealsospokeofherlegacy
to blacks in politics saying, "Her
legacy is that she, for all the world
to see, is somebody to show that
black officials are capable."

Clinton on education from front page
trying to help students as they go
off to college. When 1 was in high
school; 1 graduated third in my class,
We did not have suchawards. Conidering my rank among my peers
awarded federal

Laurie Henderson, a graduate student mastering in Computer Sci
ence
Throug

the support and
excitement displayed by fellow
Aggies

that it is

time that

Feb. 6 oftheusually serene Memorial Student Union. Festivities were
held in the Memorial Ballroom to
honor the latereggae singerand to
remember his life.
Students were given the
opportunity to view video documentaries about hislifeand songs.
Surroundingthe viewing areawere
numerous vendors who peddled
and bartered authentic and sometimes hand-made goods whichall
reflected African orCaribbean culture. Mostvendors burned incense
whichalso added to the euphoria.
"The atmosphere was
good," said Divanna Jenkins, a
senior Computer Science major.
"It was a great opportunity to learn
about the life of Bob Marley."
Despite icy roads and inclement weather, the large ball
room remained full for most ofits
duration.Marimba Millones, president of the Pennsylvania Aggie
Club, worked in conjunction with
other club members to present the
event. "The vendors and documentaries are all here in honor of Bob
Marley,amusicallegend," she said.
The Pennsylvania Aggie
Club choose Feb. 6, perhaps because thatdatewould have marked
his 51st birthday
Along with the classical
tunes found in the Bob Marley
documentaries, those inattendance
were also treated to live reggae
performances

J

from bands in the

area
Millones hopes the

we go Marley celebration will become an

At EDS, we serve clients in more than 35 industries and in 40
countriesaround theworld. We are currentlysearching for Customer
Assistance Representatives to work at GM customer assistance
centers in Michigan.

Qualified candidates must possess a Bachelor's degree or
equivalent, extensive knowledge of automotive mechanics,
excellent communication skills and the ability to relocate.
Consider the possibilities. Everything you need to succeed
salary, benefits and opportunity is here for you. For consideration,
please mail or e-mail your resume to: Tracy Schriver, EDS
Staffing, Dept. 72-4367,700 Tower Drive, 5th Floor, Troy, MI 48098;
email: steffing@eds.com.

EDS is an equal opportunity employer, m/fid/v. EDS isa registered

mark ofElectronic Data Systems Corporation.

forters.
JOBS!

Anda wholelot ofopportunity! Linens 'n Things is America's leadingretailer ofbedroom,
bathroomand kitchen fashionsand accessories has the opportunity you are lookingfor at
our Greensboro Distribution Center. Members ofour team experiencecompetitive salary
and excellent benefits.

MERCHANDISE HANDLERS
Full Time & Part Time Positions Available
Linens 'n Things' modern Distribution Center in Greensboro has many full & part
time positions available! These are great opportunities to earn additional money for

the holidays!
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Aggie cheerleaders
deserve applause
Archie Clark
Editor-in-Chief

It would seem to me, we as African American's havelost pride
for our Heritage. This became evident to me when I attended the
UNCG-A&T basketball game Dec. 9. As I sat enjoying the A&T
cheerleaders during a time-out, I overheard two African American
females seated behind me who I assumed attended UNCG. They
were discussing the manner in which A&T's cheerleaders showed
their team spirit, perhaps referring to the shaking hips and pelvic
gyrations HBCU cheerleaders are known to do. It was obvious they
did not care for the performance. One of the young ladies referred to
their routine as "stank". The other agreed and commented that they
should practice with the UNCG cheerleaders so they could develop
some class
At this point it became unbearable, so I intervened. After
getting their attention, I pointed out cheerleading is an expression,
and I felt A&T cheerleaders expressed themselves well. I then stated
that I felt the UNCG cheerleaders, in my opinion, were corny. To me,
they lacked the spirit and rhythmic style that I like to see in cheerleaders. They defended themselves by saying that the A&T cheerleaders
could not win any competitions. I admitted they had superior
'tossing' ability, but to win a competition would depend on the
judges just as we were judging them. They then pointed out only
knuckle heads from the ghetto would say the A&Tcheerleaders were
any good
I felt the last remarks were a reflection of the belief that black
culture is inherently poor. Apparently these young ladies believed
the Aggie cheerleaders have no place to win any such competition.
Black people in Jamaica have provocative forms of expression just as
African influence in Spain allowed the Spanish to develop a rhythmic
style of music and dance not found in other parts of Europe. Not to
mention Africa wheresuch forms of expression are not onlyexpected
but appreciated
Only in America do our people at times associate these forms
of expression with the 'ghetto'.Only if we realize the gyrations and
dances the cheerleaders do did not originate in the ghetto can we as
African Americans take pride in what is naturally our way of
expressing ourselves. The belief that black culture is poor and
depraved is a way in which we enslave ourselves.

"The light of
university"
Volume 70, NO. 4

M.

JFIIL

We welcome your voices!

The A&T Register welcomes letters from its readers about their
opinions on subjects of general interest and public issue.
Faculty, all staff, students and alumni are encouraged to submit
their original ideas and opinions. Students should include their classification and major, and alumni should include residence.
Please keep your 'Voice' down to a two page minimum.We routinely
editfor space, style errors, punctuality, spelling and clarity as needed. Only
signed, typed letters, complete with full address and telephone number, will
be considered.
Please address letters to
'Letters to the Editor,' The A&T Register, Box E-25
NC A&T SU, Greensboro, NC, 27411 Phone: (910) 334-7700

Purpose for joining a fraternity
By

Kenneth M. Griffin
Staff Writer

When one talks of joining a
fraternity, why exactly are they wanting to join the organization? Is it the
fact that once they are pan of the
fraternity, they instantly become
known on campus and popular with
the ladies? Some say they join fraternities for the brotherhood of the fraternity, and others say they join to do
service projects and get involved on
campus. With the many fraternities in
trouble, it seems many people are not
joining fraternities for the latter two
reasons I listed. I think fraternities on
the undergraduate level are gaining
too many members who are in the
fraternities for the wrong reasons. It is
a terrible situation when fraternities
cannot stay out of trouble. People in
the fraternities are supposed to be in
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our communities and not be troublemakers. I can look at many campuses
where numerous fraternities have been
suspended, far too many in my opinion.
I have many family members
and friends who are in the fraternities,
and they constantly talkabout the problems with the undergraduate chapters.
Many people who become members of
fraternities in their undergraduate years
rarely take part in graduate chapters. I
always thought when people become
members, they are members for life.
Being in the graduate chapters doesn't
mean putting a tag on the front ofyour
car and showing up at social functions
every now and then but actively working to build up our community. Again,
I stress there are many undergraduate
chapters that are doing great things, but
there are far too many chapters that are

Kevin Sturdivant, James Whitfield, Purity
Blake, Tracey Clay, Otis Reid, Raychon
Holt, Kenneth Griffin, Sylvia Tabron,
Dovetta Hairston

Art Start
Dameon Williams
isei

Faculty Advisor.

.Ms.TeresaStyles
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What is destiny? Or is it a myth?
To the Editor
GREETINGS!
In a book of essays entitled New Bottles for New Wine. Julian Huxley X,
that late world famous biologist, stated that "One ofthe myths ofhuman destiny is
that of progress. Professor Bury in an interesting book The Idea ofProgress has
shown how recent has been the growth ofthis idea. Apart from temporary flickers,
it daLcs back no further than the Reformation.
"The myth of progress has taken two main forms, which have sometimes
remained separate, sometimes been intertwined. One is the myth of millenary
progress, the other of its inevitably. Millenary progress is the myth of the Golden
Age in reverse. It asserts that if only man gets rid of some old obstacle or creates
some well-defined and realizable new social mechanism, humanity will leap
forward to a Utopian state of general well being and happiness. The eighteenth
century apostles of revolution believed that what was needed was the abolition
either of kings or of priests. Some of the more zealous apostles of the nineteenth
century industrial revolution believed that what was needed was to make the
applications ofnineteenth century available to everything and to teach everyone the
three R's; if these conditions could be fulfilled, then everything would be alright.
Inevitable progress, on the other hand, is an optimistic reversal of the pessimistic
Christian doctrine of predestination. It asserts that, the nature ofthe world and of
man being what itis, human progress is inevitable, and more particularly thatit will
inevitably be both smooth and rapid, now that man has become scientific."
I read Huxley's words some years ago, and since then people have begun
lo realize that science and technology areourenemies. Ourforefathers believed that
it was PROGRESS to build super highways, dams, and railways, and to encourage
outsiders lo move to the cities from the rural areas so that cities would grow larger.
Our lathers did not have ecologists to tell them that these things destroyed natural
habiiais, caused erosion, and decimated wildlife. They were not told that bigger

cities create traffic jams, breed slums, nourish crime and increase taxes
We also have the testimony of a renowned sociologist that industrialism
and urbanism create conditions that cause suicide. Hendrick M. Ruitenbeek, a
sociologist and psychoanalyst, states in The Individual and the Crowd: A Study of
Identity in America that "Emile Durkheim, who established anomie, literally
meaning 'normlessness,' in the vocabulary of sociology, tied the concept to the
emergency of industrial society. In his study of suicide, for example, he noted that
national suicide rates generally increased with a rise in national prosperity; suicide
rates were lowest in the poorest countries. Durkheim interpreted this as indicating
that industrialization was prone to weaken the sanctions of culture; as industrialization and the consequent prosperity increased, anomie ornormless would appear;
the country concerned would experience societal disorganization either in theform
ofthe breakdown oforganizations and societal groups or inthe disintegration ofthe
individual in society."
By looking at some ofthe things which PROGRESS has produced, I have
quoted qualified men who have attempted to warn us about the degenerating
physical and mental effects of technology, urbanism and overpopulation. The
average man in the street calls a new institution, invention, or a new idea progress
because he sees only the immediate results ofit, but our sociologists, philosophers,
historians, ecologists and theologians look at decades, centuries and epochs and see
not the immediate results ofinventions and urbanism and industrialism but thelong
range effects. Wc need to heed their warning and look at both sides ofthe coin called
PROGRESS. We need to go back to the teachings ofRousseau and Thoreau and
learn to live with nature
We have allowed the apostles ofPROGRESS to pollute ourair, water, and
soil and to ruin and damage our environment long enough. The earth is fragile.
Ecological catastrophe awaits us in the next century.

All's not fair in love and war...
Dear Editor

national Brigades in Spain. They are heto me. Thisletter simply questions the
roes
has
been
50
since
the
years
11
dropping of the atomic bombs on Japanese moralityand the reasons for the use ofthe
cities. Earlier this year, there was much atom bomb.)
controversy about the Enola Gay exhibit at
the Smithsonian Institution. The reason for
the controversy is that documentation has
been discovered by historians that indicates the United Stales bombed Hiroshima
and Nagasaki afler knowing that the Japanese were willing to surrender. Further
evidence is thai this was done to intimidate
the Russians and show them the terrible
destruction wrought by nuclear weapons.
There is nothing surprising about
this to me. It corresponds nicely with the
fact that the United States and every other
capitalist nation on earth invaded Russia
after the Bolshevik revolution to destroy
the incipient rise of socialism and the threat
that posed to the wealth and power of the
ruling class in every capitalist country.
Also, it corresponds with the
atrocities committed hy the United States,
either directly or through proxies, in Vietnam, Guatemala, El Salvador, Angola,
Mozambique. Chile, Indonesia and East
Dear Editor:
Timor. This tremendous carnage, involvmillions
of
In the aftermath of the Vietnam
violent
of
people
the
deaths
ing
and the starvation deaths of millions more, War, I think a conclusion was reached by
was done to stop the spread of socialism the ruling corporate elite in the United
and ensure corporate access to cheap labor States and their servants in the CIA and
and natural resources.
Pentagon, that the American people would
idea
of
several
hundred
thounolonger toleratea massive, protracted and
The
and
ofoththousands
cosUy military intervention in a foreign
sand Japanese dying,
for
poisoning,
country; consequently, a decision wasmade
ers suffering from radiation
with
to use other methods to protect their overthe same reason is very consistent
history both before and after World War II! seas investments and access to cheap labor.
These methods include the use of
proxy, mercenary armies like the Contras
Sincerely, Gary Sudborough
in Nicaragua, UNITA in Angola and
(P.S. This letter should in no way be considered a condemnation of the sacrifices Renamo in Mozambique. Other methods
ofAmerican soldiers whofought against are organizing death squads and training
fascism in World War II. I have the great- people in terrible methods of torture. These
est respect and admiration for them. The death squads and torture are used to elimisame is true for those forgotten soldiers nate or intimidate anyone like union orgawhofought againstfascism wifh theWer- nizers anjdiarudreformersthatmight threaten

the profits of foreign investors
In fact, a school by the innocuous
name School of the Americas," at Fort
Benning. Georgia, is a training center for
assassins and loriurcrs. Many members of
ihc Atlacatl battalion who committed the El
Mo/ote massacre in El Salvador and those
who raped and killed three American nuns

were trained there. General Gramajo who
is responsible lor many massacres of Mayan
peasants i n G uatcmalaattended this school.

Methods of torture that are absolutely appalling, shocking and sickening
are used by the police and army in Latin
America. Eyeballs are gouged out, fingernails pulled out, tongues cut off, genitals
connected to electric shock machines,
people put inrubber rooms and sirens turned
on, people's heads dunked in human feces,
and children are tortured while their parents or relatives are forced to watch. When
people are killed, their corpses are hideously mutilated and left in the streets as a
lesson to anyone who might dare to protest
against social conditions in thosecountries.
The Catholic church and human rights or-

ganizations have documented all these human rights abuses.

I maintain thatthere is a logic to

all of this torture. If someone wants to
organize a union to get more than starvation wages from the American and multinational corporations, this torture and mutilation is very intimidating and tends to

make people docile in the face of horrible
living conditions. American workers also
lose greatly in this economic arrangement. Their jobs are the ones
transferred to theserepressive Third
World nations, and their tax money
goes to the estimated $30 billion
CIA budget and to finance the
"School of America" and provide
the training
and implements of torture for these
butchers.
I believe that the greatest evil
present in the world today are the
corporate powersresponsible for this
situationand who benefit financially
from it. Ironically, some of these
same conservative corporate owners have the unmitigated arrogance
and temerity to lecturethe American
people about "family value," then, I
want nothing whatsoever to do with their
sense ofmorality. Even more moronic and

hypocritical is the so-called pro-life position of some of these people. Seemingly,
an unborn fetus is deserving of great compassion, but after birth, all the cruelty and
brutality that I have described in this letter
can occur, especially, if it increases their
bottom line
No real progress toward a decent
world will be possible while this situation
exists and whilethe corporate-owned media deliberately keep this knowledge from
the American people. I know in my heart
that the American people would never
tolerate this situation if they just knew
about it!

Sincerely, Gary Sudborough
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Charlotte Hornets
trade for two New
Jersey Nets
By Wendy

An A&T basketball back-to-back champion

Wilson

On Jan. 19, the Charlotte Horthe red carpel as the team
welcomed iwo new members. The Hor-

nets rolled out

3

m

Gilland KhalidReaves
tor Kenny Anderson and Gerald Glass of
nets traded Kendall

the New Jersey Nets.

Anderson is said lo be the first
"true point guard" the Hornets have had
since its establishment. Coming in as the
number one man by replacing the injured
Tyrone "Muggsy" Bouges, Anderson
brings a reputation of being one of the
most reliable and talented point guards in
the National Basketball Association.
In his fifth season out of ACC
contender Georgia Tech, Anderson averages 15 poinis and eight assists. He also
has an all-star appearance to his credit.
Just last season, he averaged 17.6 points
per game for the Nets.
Hornet's owner George Shinn
said the trade was made, in part, to show
Charlotte fans lhal the Hornets were serious aboul winning. Afier losing Alonzo
Mourning in an earlier trade with the Miami Heal, fans needed some reassurance.
'"Our club is really going lo be
exciting lo walch, and the fans are in for a
real treat,'" Shinn said
After turning downa contract for
over six years with the Nets worth $40
million, Anderson said that he had not
agreed lo a long term deal with Charlotte.
General Manager Bob Bass refused to
comment on the possibility of losing
Anderson after only halfa season in Charlotte, when he will become a free agent.
At 25 years old, Anderson commented on the trade, "It's something that
happens when you become a free

agent."The question is, are the Charlotte
Hornets really willing to pay the price?

iniorTarikBeasley sawA&T as aplace where he couldget someplaying time
id as a stepping stoneforprofessional basketball.

By

Keno Whitfield
Staff Writer

When anybody is talking about the North Carolina
A&T StateUniversity's men's basketball program, a name thatis
sure to come to mind is 6-foot-3,175 pound junior, guard Tarik
Beasley

While at one of Beasley'sfavorite eating spots wherehe

Schedule
Upcoming Sporting Events

2:00pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm

5:30pm

7:00pm
4:00pm
5:30pm
5:30pm
5:30pm

14,1996

Beasley keeps his jimmy on...

Sports Editor

7:30pm

February

Feb. 14

Morgan State*

Corbett Arena

Feb. 17

Coppin State

Corbett Arena

Feb. 19

Howard L:

Corbett Arena

Feb. 21

Morgan State

Baltimore, MD

Feb. 24

SC State

Corbett Arena

Feb. 28-.Mar.2

MEAC Tournament Tallahassee, FL
TBA

Feb. 14

Morgan State*

Corbett Arena

Feb. 15

Liberty U

Lynchburg, VA

Feb. 17

Coppin State

Corbett Arena

Feb. 19

Howard U

Corbett Arena

Feb. 21

Morgan State

Baltimore, MD

Feb. 24

SC State

Corbett Arena

Feb. 2K-Mar.2

MEAC Tournament Tallahassee, FL
TBA

'Originally scheduled for Jan. 10, postponed due to weather

personally knows owner M.R.
Wright, The Summit Cafe, he didn't
just talk about this year's Aggie basketball squad; he also discussed his
reasons for choosing North Carolina A&T for his collegiate basketball career after graduating from
Montclair High School in Montclair,
NJ. "I wasn't looking for any benefits, just somewhere I could get
some playing timeand go pro from,"
said Beasley.
Beasley averages 11 points
and is more than happy with the
balanced scoring the team has had
this season. "I feel good about the
season. Have you seen the other
teams in the MEAC? We have a
brand-new squad with juco (junior
college players), transfer and freshmen players. Some are not used to
the crowd, and some are not used to
the up-tempo style," he said.
The Aggie men are 5-2 in
the conference which include a television victory againstFlorida A&M
University and a buzzer-beater win
at home versus University of Maryland-Eastern Shore. Beasley's most
explosive game thus far was an inthe-zone performanceagainst UNCGreensboro, Dec. 9, at the Greensboro Coliseum Complex.
Beasley scored an impressive 21 points in the second half and
ended the game with a season high
of 22 points. During the UNC-G
game, Beasley committed two fouls
early, so he sat out most of the first
half because ofthe "Coach T. twofoul rule." Coach Roy Thomas
benches any player with two fouls
in the first half to prevent them from
fouling out early and evenly distribute the amount of playing time.

"I was feeling it, kid,"
Beasley explainedabout his second

half explosion
Beasley usually wears
a MEAC championship ring on
each hand. Instead, on his right
hand he sported an ace bandage
from a hand injury suffered at
the Florida A&M home game.
The topic of A&T's
MEAC tournament bid in Tallahassee, Florida from Feb. 28
to Mar. 2, brought an air of
seriousness to Beasley's voice.
"Tournament time, everybody
pulls out their secrets. Look at

us last year, we came out with
that '50' defense, and they just
weren't ready for us." Beasley
was speaking about the MEAC
tournament in Maryland last
season when they won with a
John Floyd dunk in the closing
seconds.

Beasley often would
laugh and flash his championship rings to those who would
inquire aboutit. He takes alotof
pride in his rings, and he never
minds showing them off.
Beasley is an exciting
basketball player, and the next
timeyou see him in action, watch
his jumper which he explains
as, "My Jimmy's on."

Aggie basketball makes cable T.V.
By Wendy Wilson

very excited about our greatest

Sports Editor

exposure pack ever. We have combined strong regional exposure involving SportSouth,Sunshineand
Home Team Sports to over 7.5
million homes, with terrific national exposure.
An ESPN-2 game, featuring the Aggies, pits the two best
teams in the MEAC over the past

On February 17, 1996,
Aggie Basketball will make its
debut for this year on the cable
sports syndicate as MEAC competitions will be carried by networks
such as ESPN-2, Home Team
Sports and SportSouth. The men
tip-off at 2 p.m. in Corbett Arena
against Coppin State. The women
will see action at 4 p.m.
Ken Free, MEAC Commissioner, noted that he feels the
national coverage is excellent visibility for member institutions and
the MEAC. It is the third straight
year that the MEAC has a regular
season television package. The
program, produced by Fosstone
Production, Inc. was created by
the league membership.
"TheMEAC Directors of
Athletics found itnecessary to provide sponsorship dollars until the
exposure causes TV sponsors to
approach the networks and major
cableoudetsandrelay thatthe product is good, and they find that investingin MEACbasketball makes
good business sense,"Free said.
MEAC basketball will
also be carried by Sunshine and
Prime on various dates. "We are

and over 25 million
homes will get the contest. We hit
ahomerun this year withour men's
tournament semifinals and
women's final being picked up by
PRIME and offered to all 23 regional sports networks. Our total
potential audience for those three
games is 40 million homes," Free
two seasons,

said.

MIAMI, FLORIDA
DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Now interviewing TEACHER APPLICANTS with
special emphasis in the following areas:
Math • Science • Exceptional Student Education
Media Specialist • Speech/Language Pathologist
Occupational Therapist. Physical Therapist
Starting Salary Ranges from $28,000 to $39,500

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
Contact Ms. Arlene Wardell, Director
Office of Personnel Staffing
1500 Biscayne ESlvd., Suite 129
Miami, FL 33132
(305) 995-7077
EQUAL OPPORTUNITYEMPLOYER
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New team of artists
ready to take on the
music world in !96

■Top Ten

Hurt
Staff Whiter

The music industry is about to be invaded
by a group of unique, young men who call themselves Inner Minds Eye. Questions? Inner Minds
Eye is represented by an ensemble offive individuals whobring a differentsty le-from the streetsounds
of a young Tupac to an old school, rookie-like

Chuck D- to create the flavor of the group.
At first glance, they seem like the regular
around-the-way group of guys, from New Jersey to
Georgia but originating from Fayetteville, N.C.,
trying to break into the music industry. But, that's
at first glance. Once you come in contact withthese
young men in person or through their music, the
story changes completely.
Inner Minds Eye is a collective effort that
will dip into your "inner mind" and definitely catch
your "'eye'". The various personality differences can
be noticed in their names and styles. Showdown the
Clown is ihc funny bone ofthe group. Thereisnever
a dull moment with his quick witand crazy sense of
humor. Flav-Won, a Philly native, has that babyboy look but is coming to the mic with some serious
personal knowledge to his sound. Style the Verbal
Massacre does everything smooth with a professional attitude and with such a sexy voice. David
Bana, the serious one, or Strife the Don, the performer, are all in the same, but he can come withthe
finesse of Q-tip or the off-the-wall antics of Flava
Flav. The Mad Zodiac Scorpio crawls out from the
depths one's evil side to bring out the wickedness in
them. With such a great combination, IME cannot

Fugees
3. jtiey Loyer
llllli Cool /
4. Cell Therapy
Goodie Mob
5. Danger
Blahzay Blahzay
6. Let's Play House

Heltah Skettah and O.G.C A.K.A.ThefabS

want lo write any

Greensboro, NC 27140.

Ir j
~_)}

J

We seek BS/MS Computer Science expertise with
knowledge in UNIX, C++, & GUI. Put your expertise to
work at our new global headquarters in the heart of
Silicon Valley, California. We are seeking new computer
science grads to assist in the Design & Development of
world class products in the followingareas:

• Application software • Tools
• Hardware
• Systems software
• Software test
• Networking

As a virtuoso in the industry, we reward our players with
exceptional salaries, benefits and an exciting,
your voice heard. If
comfortable work environment. Makeplease
send your
personally,
to
visit
us
you are unable
resume to:

Flav: Crook, Mel, Vincent and all MCs
who are keepin' it real.
[MK: Much thanks and love goes out to
of Ghetto Culture, James
Father
the

of these young

We are An Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Employer

J

f)]
Faith Evans
\
5. Sittin' In My Room (Waiting to lJ&alk)W
Brandy
6 Exhale (Waiting to Exhale)
j
J
Whitney Houston
7. Tonite's Tha Night
Kris Kross
8. Hey Lover
/
LL Cool J featuringBoyz II Man
V v.
9. Love U For Life
(
Jodeci
\{
W. No One Else
Total
1

At Octel (a 1/2billion dollar telephony partner) WE ARE
HIRING. Our Engineers' voices are heard. Each day we
assist in the development ofrevolutionary voice/
messaging processing software. Come speak with us.
We'll be at the North Carolina A&T Career Planning
Center on February 17.

Va.

//' you

S~\

Octel's advanced technology is
making it possible for people
all over the world
to make their voices heard.

What does this group want itsaudience to
think? "Each person may buy the CD for different
reasons and can draw from the CD a personality
relative to their own from each rapper," remarked
Zodiac. "Wearc not a group but a family, part ofthe
Ghetto Culture Entertainment Group." James
McClcmmon founded the Ghetto Culture.
""All five of ushaveadifferentpersonality,
and we provide the sweetest juices from the 9-6, so
everybody who gets the CD can find themselves in
one of us." added Showdown.
"Groups may break up, but a family stays
together, and that is what wc are- a family." This
statement is true in every way. By sittingand talking
with these young men, the warmth, love and respect
that can be felt between them is real. While observing the loose jokes from Showdown, the sly but
sweet smile of Style, a wicked smirk from Zodiac,
a calm stare on Bana's face and the innocent look of
Flav-Won, I ME lakes a step towards making all
their dreams come true. With the first release "Relentless" due out Mar. 1,1ME brings to the table a
little bit of something that anyone can relate to on a
personal or intellectual level.
Until next time, let's give it up for the
shout-outs
group
Style: Munch, Ziggy and Kid-K
Showdown: Supreme, Sabotage, PyroThe Whole Killer Clown, Klan and Felicia
Jones
Zodiac: The Northgate Posse back in
Jersey, and my brother, Barrett, in Hampton,

men. please send all comments to: James
McClemmon, 5855-4203 Old Oak Ridge Rd.,

((

-

S, lust Tah Let U Know

Coolio

IA

I

7. Gangsta's Paradise

lose.

McClemmon.

3. One Sweet Day
Mariah Carey and Boyz
4. Soon As I Get Home

Tha DoggPound featuring Michel'le

10. Too Hot

fJ

Not Gonna Cry (Waiting to Exhah §dtrj?)
y
Mary J. Blige
2. Before You Walk Out of My Life
!!|||bnica

I,

l.Tonite'sTha Night
Kris Kress
2. Fu-Gee-La

By Carleita

Aggie Top Ten

7

Staffing, Octely 1001 Murphy Ranch Road,
MUpitas, CA 95035, or you can fax to:
(408) 321-9823. Or e-mail to:
job.postings@octel.com. To find out more
about Octet, visit our site on the World
Wide Web: http://www.octeLcom
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You can hear my voice, TO: Keisha
but why can't you hear my Simply put, love you!
I
heart?
FROM: I'm calling for you FROM: Sammie
Everyone
TO:
from
Gastonia
Happy Valentine's Day!

FROM: Tomar

TO: Shakia Gee & Tori Wilson
Happy Valentine's Day!
FROM: KeAndra Robinson

TO: Jenna
TO: Tina Wattlington
see you in Maryland
I'll
I'm not French, and I don't
FROM:
A kid from Ft. Washington
playahorn. I'mtheanswer
to your prayers, the only
reason I was born.
FROM: Shhhhhhhhhhhhh...

TO: Aggies
Roses are red, violets are
blue, take up your trays cuz TO: Towanda Leach
we love serving you!!!
I've been trying to getyou in the lay-out room
FROM: Ms. Smith
and show you thehot wax.
FROM: Reggie Sturr

TO: All the beautiful Black Amazon females
on earth
Stay tall and "Thick". Happy Valentine's Day.
From: Mr. B

TO: AngieW
If you only knew- it could be Valentine's Day
foryou 365 days a year. You deserve only the
best from someone who can appreciate
your beauty, personality and self-respect! I'll
be waiting...
From: The Romantic

TO: Keith Blount
You had something good, then you strayed
away and that other girl didn't want you, so
now you're alone on Valentine's Day. Think
about it, P.S. Don't forget to memorize "Waiting to Exhale."
FROM: Nothing but the truth
TO: Brick
With more love than the universe has stars
Happy Valentine's Day.
FROM: Surelock.
TO: Aaron Campbell
If you only knew what I thought of you!!!
Happy Valentine's Day.
FROM: I've got my mind on you

TO: Archie Clark
Happy Valentine's Day to my boo!
From: Christy McGhee
TO: Chad Boonight
You are the love of my life, and I will love you
forever.
FROM: Charmaine Clark

TO: Gregory T. Cooley
Happy Valentine's Day, Wanny. Stay sweet
and lovable. I LOVE YOU always, now and
forever.
FROM: Shakia P. Gee

TO: The Crew
With or without a man, it's all good!!!
FROM: K-dog

TO: Greg Cooley
Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya HI sister
FROM: Tori

TO: David.
I love you. Happy Valentine's Day
FROM: Miko

TO: Ms. Jordan, the Chem. teacher
HE-LLO!
FROM: Your Chem. students

TO: DAD, KTY, TOW, SLG, MET, BGT
Have a great V-day! Love ya like sisters

TO: Robin Hood
I justwanted to letyou knowthat I am thinking
about you on this special day,
FROM: Shortie

FROM: TSR

TO: Archie Clark
You know you got it going on. I'm ready
when you are!
FROM: You-Know-Who
TO: Brian and C-Low
What's up Buddies, just thinking about ya'll
and hoping that your Valentine's will be as
exciting as ours.
FROM: Tasha, Keisha, Andrea
TO: Fayetteville Aggies...
Westover, Seventy-First, Douglas Byrd, E.E.
Smith, Pine Forest, South View, Cape Fear
and Terry Sanford represent.
FROM: A Wolverine.
TO: E-Mack
This will be our first Valentine together, and I
hope there will be many more. My heart is
with you on this day, and I hope that can fulfill
all your needs and wants. Your special friend.
FROM: K-Love
TO: Bunny
Gimme that "Kiss of Life."
FROM: Your Prince.
TO: Diane Brown

TO: "Sig" Lewis
Although we haven't conversed lately, I
want you to know I didn't, and won't ever
forget about you. Remberthis.
FROM: D.S.W.
TO: Aquaris Moore
You are a beautiful black woman and a
wonderful sister. I wish you much success in
the SGA. Spring '94 Am. "Side Effects"
FROM: Regina Armster
TO: People Looking for Love
You won't find love in roses or chocolate
sweets, you won't find love under the sheets,
the truest love you'll ever find is the LOVE of
GOD in your heart, soul and mind.
FROM: People who've found it
TO: Nikki
Please come down from that cloud. I would
wish you a Happy Valentine's Day if you were
with me.
FROM: I bet you can't even remember!
TO: Darlene Norman
Hope your Valentine's Day is as special and
sweet as you are.
From: Secret Admirer
TO: Nick Nat
Happy Valentine's Day
FROM: The kids of Cooper
TO: Tre' Lowe
Love ya, Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya HI
sister.
FROM: Tori

TO: My "Special" Friend
When I see a girl I admire, I like to take my
TO: Chantae Harrison
time and not rush. But like L..L says, It's more
Happy Valentine's Day Booh!
than a crush. The more I look atyou, the more
FROM: Bean (Your secret lover)
have yisions and dreams of making you
Imine.
But when I think to myself I, wonder if it's
TO: Hammer
time. Only if I could get a chance, I assume
We think you are so nice, cute, sweet, and you will get beautiful romance.
sincere.
FROM: The brown-eyed bandit
FROM: Da Ladies
TO: Milk Dudd
TO: Benjamin Garret
Hope you have a wonderful day. J'adore
You messed over me and did me, but it's all vous.
going to come back on you. Happy FROM: Cheese Nip
Valentine's Day! Sike.
FROM: Pissed off lover
TO: Miko
Sweet Valentines on Valentine's Day
FROM: That Mello Fello.
TO: JaiCole
From A&T to UNCG, Happy Valentine's Day
TO: Toya Mitchell
baby.
FROM: " T"
I love you and I can't wait to get with you.
Real soon!
TO: Jenna G.
FROM: Someone who's got their eye on you
Good luck in your schoolwork. Straight A's
Yeah right. I loveya.
TO: Toya Mitchell
FROM: JLR IV
am very much in love with you. Please give
Ime
a chance.
TO: Sharonda Jones
FROM: M.L
What's up Pooh, Pooh!!
FROM: Tremayne McKoy
TO: Ebonie Moore
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Happy Valentine's Day sweetheart. There's One love for the "96."
no place I'd rather be than spending this day FROM: Sheba Sheba
with you. Love ya.
FROM: Will
TO: Troy- "Shaq"
Baby, what's up? Is it on or what? I'll be
patient for a little whil longer.
TO: Little Willie (Tim)
Come and talk to me. I really want to see you FROM: You Know Who
FROM: P.L.
TO: Tosha
TO: Gerard Littlejohn
Know your stuff for the "96."
Roses are red, violets are devine, on FROM: Juicy
Valentine's day I want you to be mine.
FROM: Red
TO: Sanchia
We've had a great time together over the
past couple of months and i know as time
TO: Mel
Hey cutie! Happy Valentine's Day
goes on it will only get better. Happy
FROM: Kel
Valentine's Day!
FROM: Kevin
TO: Neka
I love you more than you'll ever know. (54) TO: Sean
FROM: Jermaine
"I'm still on strike."
FROM: Pam

TO: Shakia
Happy Valentine's Day to Mrs. Coley from us
in

TO: Connee Shirlene Slater
Everybody needs a little K.F.C
FROM: That Cook.

123.
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From the Editor:

The top ten ways to
save $$ on V-Day
By Archie Clark

Editor & Chief

What better time to show your appreciation for that significant other in your life
than on Valentine's Day. Cards, flowers,
chocolate candy, dinner by candle light-wait
a minute, all these things can be quite expensive! If you tellthat someone special you care
about them, why must you spend your hard

earned money to prove it? This year do it
differently; choose one or maybe two of The
A&T Register's Top Ten "Nifty, yet Thrifty
Ways to Save on Valentine's Day."

FROM: Sean

10. Take that special someone for a walk in
TO: Tori
he Arboretum off W. Market St. You can pick
Happy Valentine's Day. "Is CR there?"
lowers for free, if no one sees you do it.
TO: R&R
FROM: Sean
9. The dollar movie is always thrifty. Forget
What about this Friday ye girl?
what you heard, you can sneak popcorn in
FROM: Rump Shaka'
the theater, if you are careful. This is always
TO: Sean Stimpson
economical.
Whenever you're finish messing around and
8. For those who stay on-campus, order a
ready to settle down you know the number.
pizza, but when the delivery man arrives,
All those other women need to be turned the
other way.
don't claim it right away. Wait until he beTO: Cher Walton
FROM: Room 216
Will yoube my Valentine?
comes impatient. The delivery man will alFROM: Jeremy Goode
ways make a deal, if you wait long enough.
TO: Jamel Stancil
Just pretend to wander by and then buy it
Forever and a day !
TO: Tori Walton & KeAndra Robinson
FROM: Turkeshia Smith
Happy Valentine's Day, Ya'll. I LOVE Ya'il! from him for the reduced price. Candles are
FRIENDS FOREVER!!
cheap. So there you have it dinner by

..

FROM: Shakia Gee

TO: Anthony Wilson
and always
I love you, foreverClark
FROM: Chalonda
TO: Deanna White

I wish you were mine?
FROM: It's a

secret.

TO: Marlin Wilkins
Just thought that I would let you know that
someone is thinking about you as usual. I
hope you have a great baseball season and
most of all Happy Valentine's Day!
FROM: Guess who?
TO: Sean Young
Happy Valentine's Day!!
FROM: KeAndra Robinson

TO: Tamiko DeShawn Sherman
Happy Valentine's Day!
FROM: David.

TO: Sean Young
Love ya, Happy Valentine's Day
FROM: Tori

TO: Sarah
Happy

Valentine's Day Baby III

FROM: J-Fruity

TO: Steff, the algebra genius.
Take nothing and create something. That's
you. That's beauty.
FROM: Who am I?
TO: Taiwan (Miss A&T)
Hey, Boo. Wishing you a happy Valentine's
Day! And many more. I love you always and
forever.
FROM: Evan
TO: Budd S.
You are a great guy, and
become closer friends.
FROM: Tamiko
TO: Quincy Simmons
Happy

Valentine's Day!

FROM: Angela Foster
TO: R&R

I hope we

can

TO: Sean Young
Happy Valentine's Day! Tell Bobby to be my
friend again. I'll be happy when you let me
wear my necklace. Love ya.
FROM: Shakia

The Register
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candlelight!
7. Go home for Valentine's Day. Call your
partner and say they are all that you can think
about, avoiding the burden of taking them out
for an expensive dinner. If you stay in town
and just say you are home, it will save you the
long distance fee.
6. Get 12 of your friends and chip in for a
dozen roses. Sometimes a single rose and a
card are more effective than a steak dinner.
5. Instigate an argument over the materialistic nature of those who celebrate Valentine's
Day. This will justify not getting presents on
the 14th.
4. Break up with your partner a day in advance over something silly. Then renew the
relationship on the 15th. Tell them it was silly,
and you want them back.
3. Promise her an expensive dinner. Pretend
to make reservations over the phone. When
you go to the restaurant, the fake reservations won't be there, and you will have to go
home without spending a dime.
2. Tell your girlfriend about a very special gift
days in advance. Get an empty box. On
Valentine's Day, show herthe box andtell her
the gift is inside. When you are together, have
your buddy jump out of the bushes and stage
a robbery. When the scene is over, curse and
say he got away with the tennis bracelet you
worked so hard for, and you will find him if it's
the last thing you do. She will appreciate the
thought.

1. Take her for a walk around Scott Hall and
say proudly, "This is as good as it gets,baby."
She will leave you and tell all her friends. This
saves you money t' iexiyear, too, as girls
dozens.
will avoid you by 4
.,„..,
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almost worth the admission price
alone.

Jeff Waits
Etfl'ERTAINMENT EDITOR

espically on the sex and the men being told
offby the women, while the book dealtmore
with their background and thereason for the
dccisons they made. Perhaps none more so
the character Robin Stokes (Rachon)
than
Bassett,
Exhale-(AngeIa
Waiting to
Othello- (Laurence Fishbourne) The
was
who
protrayed as being shallow and not
Whitney Houston,Loretta Devine, Lela
classic Shakespearean play starring acas
much depth as her counterpart in
given
bunch ofnogood, cheatclaimed actor Laurence Fishbourne. It's the Rachon and a
the book.
homosexual, strung on
story ofa succesful black man whomurders ing, married,
his white wife. Sounds Famliar? At least drugs, lying men whom they are inHeat-(A/ Pacino, Robert de Niro, Val
they finally allow someone black to play the volved with) If you have not seen this Kilmer) A big-star cops and robbers movie
movie of four black women who come to
part.
with Pacino playing a cop for a change. Lots
grips with the various relationships in their of action and car chases and should be
lives, what are you waitingfor? Also check considered a must see. The scene which
Eye for an Eye-(Sally Field, Ed Harin
ris) If your 17 year old daughter is brutally out the book, it'sbetter. The movie focuse Pacino and Deniro go fora drink together is
raped and murdered in your home and the
system allows the perpetrator to get away,
how far would you go for revenge?

■

Don't Be A Menace-(Wayans brothers) I believe in supporting black films but
not this one.It's worsethan theirtelevision
show. A big disappointment
Biodome-rTaM/y Shore, one of the
Baldwins, Stephen I think) Another
movie in the Dumb and Dumber genre.
Why does Pauly Shore keep getting starring roles in motion pictures while quality
actors often struggle for parts? If you like
JuryDuty or Son-in-Law have fun.

American Music Awards brings forth a few surprises
(Country and Pop/Rock), Favorite Band, Duo or Group
(Soul/R&B, Country and Pop/Rock), Favorite Soundtrack,
Staff Writer
Favorite Male (Country, Soul/R&B and Pop/Rock), the
The 23rd annual American Music Awards were much coveted Award ofMeritand a new category, Favorite
broadcast Monday, Jan. 29, at 9:00 pm on ABC. The Artist of the Year.
Boyz II Men was nominated for five different
program, hosted by comedians Sinbad and JeffFoxworthy,
showcased the best and brightest in the music industry in awards, butthey only carried two home, FavoriteSoul/R& B
Album and Favorite Soul/R&B Band, Duo or Group. TLC
1995.
The show opened with a performance by Mariah was nominated for three awards (including Favorite Artist
Carey. Other performers were Brandy, Lionel Richie, LL of the Year) but failed to win any awards. Coolio walked
away with the Favorite Rap/Hip Hop Artist award, and
Cool J and Luther Vandross.
Mariah Carey won for Favorite Soul/R&B Artist. Brandy
The categories for the awards were: Favorite Album (Pop/Rock, Soul/R&B and Country), Favorite Artist was the Favorite New Artist for this category, and Hoolic
(Rap/Hip Hop, Adult Contemporary, Heavy Metal/Hard and the Blowfish were the Favorite New Artists lor Pop/
Rock, Alternative Music and Soul/R&B), Favorite Female Rock. TheLion King was mechoiceforFavoriteSoundtrack.
Tracey L. Clay

18th Annual Gathering
April 5-6, 1996

If you are fascinated by radio, television and
cable broadcasting and want to explore career
and internship opportunities in these fields,
you'll want to join representatives from more
than 100 black colleges and universities at this
year's convention. In addition to the educational
value at this convention, chances are you'll
get to meet one of your favorite recording stars
and get a first hand look at the telecommunications aspects of the 1996 Olympic Games.
Come On Down!
April 5-6, 1996 in Atlanta, Georgia
at the Renaissance Hotel
$75 pre-registration fee (includes all meals)
After March 1, 1996 -$90.00)
Information

404.523.6136

Black College Radio Organization
Post Office Box 3191
'
Atl it C
"030°

This year's Award of Merit went to country legend
Tammy Wynette. A special tribute was given to those
performers who died in 1995 including, Eazy E, Don
Cherry, Junior Walkerand Latino sensation Selena.
Michael Jackson was nominated for three awards
not
and was
there to accept the one he won, Favorite Pop/
Rock Male. Sandra Bernhart, who presented the award with
the GooGoo Dolls, joked that Jackson did not attend because he was mourning the loss ofhis wife, Lisa Marie.
Perhaps the most moving performance was given
Garth
Brooks. His performance featured footage from
by
the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma. Honored
as Favorite Performer ofthe Year, Brooksremarked that he
did not deserve the award and left the stage, leaving the
award on the podium.

African
Arts Fest
begins
Sylvia Tabron

Staff Writer
The sound and art of
African Americans is widespread
and is taking affect.
The African American
Arts festival, sponsored by Miller
Brewing Company, will hold its
tenth annual arts festival from
January throughMarch 1996. This
extravaganza will be divided into
four acts which will include music/theater, visual arts, dance and
multi-discipline.
"In the past years there
have been 20,000 people from the
Greensboro and Southeast areas
to attend the festivities," said
Judith Kastner, the Community
Development/Marketing/Director
for the United Arts Council.
In 1987, when the program first started, "we found that
we were incompetition withother
black history programs,", said
Kastner. Kastner said the stafffelt
that the audience had to make a
choice with the programs. From
there came the idea to develop
anotherprogram whichcombined
all of the black history festivities
so that no one would feel unco
brtable
Kastner be
las been
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Wings of Gold

Tax
info,

Slice through the clouds at twice the
speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,
track an unidentified submarine from a
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the
progress of an attack squadron from
an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a
few of the choices for you when you
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and
wear the treasured "Wings of Gold."
How can yog become a Naval Aviator?
Gall 1-800-USA-NAVY for information.

kVI AlfV YOU AND THE NAVY.
NAY I FULL SPEED AHEAD.

FOR INFORMATION OR TO REQUEST IN APPLICATION CALL 1-800-832-1230.

toll-free.

Tax questions? Call TeleTax
for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics,

24 hours a day.

1 i

HjtSV 1-800-829-4477
Department ot the Treasury

InternalRevenue Service
KSallihttp://www.ustreas.gov

'Arts' continued
from pg 10
and communities on how
well the program has been doing.
She also claims that she is proud
to see the program growing well
in attendance and assistance.
The African American
Arts Festivities include the gospel music festival which will be
presented by the CM. Wells
School ofMusic and Fine Art and
include many talented gospel
choirs from the Triad area, the
play "Freeman," written by an
African American playwright
Philip Hayes Dean. "Freeman"
will also be featured.
In visual arts, the "Fifth
Annual Founding Members Exhibition," will be shown. It will
focus on local artists who have
helped to find and further the African American Atelier gallery.
There will be a combination of dances from different
performers such as: the
"Balletgospel," performed by We
Are One Cultural Arts Project,
"Harambee," performed by Geo
Parker Robinson
Dance Ensemble's, and other African traditions in North Carostates
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Bellcore is a telecommunications consulting, engineering, software and training
organization and a leading source of total network expertise. We create the business
solutionsthat make information technology work.
We have over 6000 extremely bright, gifted people on our team.
In our eleven year history we have managed to bring home an impressive number of
international prizes and awards - not to mention more than 500 U.S. and 160 international
patents. Powerful evidence that we have something very special going for us.
Our services are in liot' demand and we are intent on hiring more of the best talent
To qualify you need a Bachelor's or Master's Degree in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, Electrical Engineering or Systems Engineering.
If you're eager to work with exceptionally bright people on visible projects in a quality
environment, pure and simple - it makes perfect sense to contact us. Arrange to see us
when we visit your campus on:

February 12
North Carolina A&T
To find out more or to apply on line - visit us on the Web:
http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/bellcore or forward your resume to: Recruiting
& Staffing, Dept Code: CRS-01-01/96, Bellcore, 6 Corporate Place, Piscataway, NJ 08854.
All resumes must include department code for consideration. Or e-mail:
employ@hr.bellcore.com. (please include department code in document text).
We are an equal opportunity employer.

lina.

The mulli-disciple act
will include: African foods, more
visual ari exhibitions, music and
dance performances, along with
children's craft activities. Hair-

Bellcore
@ Bell Communications Research

